Adeela Rozner scored his best result to win the Commercial Bank Qatar Masters yesterday.

The 28-year-old Frenchman produced a stunning four-round total of 276 to claim victory on the opening day of the European Tour's first major event of the season.

Rozner was tied for the lead with Indian Gaganjeet Bhullar, who had finished tied second at the 2021 Commercial Bank Qatar Masters, but he made the double-breaking putt for par and a playoff. Instead, he shot a 68 and fired 69, adding three birdies and two bogeys.

Rozner had hit a stunning 64 in the opening round and extended the final 18 holes three shots off the lead. He finished 17 under par and an average to come home eight under par for a score of 67, 68 and 63 across the four days.

Rozner's victory was his second on the European Tour. The 28-year-old has won the 2021 Commercial Bank Qatar Masters and the 2021 Commercial Bank Qatar Masters at Education City Golf Club yesterday.

"It was an amazing feeling," Rozner said. "I kept looking at it went in to the hole – the best putt of my career, " he said.

"I had a chance. I kept looking at it going in to the hole – the best putt of my career," Rozner said. "I knew it was going to be a good read on it, then 15 feet short of the pin. I knew I could make the birdie putt."

Rozner, who will now move up to 91 in the Official World Golf Ranking and has a chance to be the 54th Frenchman to win a European Tour event, had a chance to get into the final of the 2021 Commercial Bank Qatar Masters.

"I was happy with the way I putted today and in such a fantastic finish, there was no one else who could have done it," Rozner said.
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Rozner, who is the fastest French player to two victories, with just four missed cuts in an incredible run, is currently ranked 91st in the Official World Golf Ranking and has a chance to be the 54th Frenchman to win a European Tour event.
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**Focus**

Allardan Medical with Northwestern Medicine enables the success of the 24th Commercial Bank Qatar Masters as its exclusive healthcare partner

---

**Bundesliga**

Kamada dents Leipzig’s title hopes in Frankfurt draw

We should have won today. We’re annoyed about the result, but not about the performance

---

**Spotlight**

Gerrard asks Rangers fans not to follow team to Celtic for derby

---

**Sport**

Leipzig travel to Arminia Bielefeld next week ahead of Trapp saved an-

---

Japanaese midfielder Daichi Kamada’s second-half strike earned RB Leipzig’s Bundesliga draw with runaway league leaders Bayern.

---

Samuels’ former soccer captain has risen to the top of a major consultancy – training to become a watchmaker. Simon created a new sports brand called LifeLK and has partnered with a major timer manufacturer. He is also involved in a new sports brand and has founded a new sports consultancy.

---

Former Swiss captain retrans on as a watchmaker

---

Scottish police arrested 24 soccer fans who travelled to Paris last week following wild celebrations outside the Bernabeu stadium.

---

Japanese replied: “No! I don’t think so.”

---

The gatherings were met with anger by the general public, with others last week following wild soccer fans and fined several others.

---
Arsenal beat Spurs, Iheanacho hat-trick inspires Leicester

‘The last 10 minutes was the worst we’ve played. We could not manage the game. We could not manage the tension’

Cristiano Ronaldo scored a perfectly-timed 32nd-minute header as Juventus saw off Cagliari 4-2 at the Sardegna Arena on Saturday to go three points clear at the top of Serie A. The Portuguese forward now has scored in all 18 stadiums he has visited in Serie A, a record for the competition. Ronaldo’s hat-trick, which included a stunning Rabona strike, inspired Juventus to a comfortable victory over their local rivals.

There were also goals from Mattia Darmian and Miralem Pjanic in a match that saw both teams put in impressive performances. The victory means Juventus move five points clear at the top of the table, with Napoli and Inter Milan in second and third places respectively. Cagliari, on the other hand, remain in 14th place after the defeat.

In other Serie A action, Roma beat Lecce 2-0 to move closer to the top four, while Fiorentina drew 1-1 with Sampdoria. Sassuolo and Spal shared the points in a goalless draw. In the Premier League, Tottenham Hotspur's Colombian defender Davinson Sanchez (right) scored Arsenal's fourth goal as they beat Sheffield United 5-0 at the Emirates Stadium on Saturday.

Ronaldo’s hat-trick fires Juve to win over Cagliari

Ronaldinho’s first goal

The Brazilian scored a stunning 32nd-minute header as Juventus saw off Cagliari 4-2 at the Sardegna Arena on Saturday to go three points clear at the top of Serie A. The Portuguese forward now has scored in all 18 stadiums he has visited in Serie A, a record for the competition. Ronaldo’s hat-trick, which included a stunning Rabona strike, inspired Juventus to a comfortable victory over their local rivals.

There were also goals from Mattia Darmian and Miralem Pjanic in a match that saw both teams put in impressive performances. The victory means Juventus move five points clear at the top of the table, with Napoli and Inter Milan in second and third places respectively. Cagliari, on the other hand, remain in 14th place after the defeat.

In other Serie A action, Roma beat Lecce 2-0 to move closer to the top four, while Fiorentina drew 1-1 with Sampdoria. Sassuolo and Spal shared the points in a goalless draw. In the Premier League, Tottenham Hotspur's Colombian defender Davinson Sanchez (right) scored Arsenal's fourth goal as they beat Sheffield United 5-0 at the Emirates Stadium on Saturday.

The match saw Juventus level the score through a header from Cristiano Ronaldo on 32 minutes. The Portuguese forward then added a second with a thunderous Rabona strike, before completing his hat-trick with a clinical finish just before half-time. Cagliari did not have a shot on target until the 80th minute, when they scored through Giacomo Perisi.

The victory means Juventus go top of Serie A, with Napoli and Inter Milan in second and third places respectively. Cagliari remain in 14th place after the defeat.

In other Serie A action, Roma beat Lecce 2-0 to move closer to the top four, while Fiorentina drew 1-1 with Sampdoria. Sassuolo and Spal shared the points in a goalless draw. In the Premier League, Tottenham Hotspur's Colombian defender Davinson Sanchez (right) scored Arsenal's fourth goal as they beat Sheffield United 5-0 at the Emirates Stadium on Saturday.
Red Bull are looking particularly strong, says Hamilton

Mercedes have won the last seven drivers’ and constructors’ titles

Roglic won three stages in the final time trial to end up 22 seconds clear. His team-mate Wout Poels finished second to claim the final podium place. In doing so, Roglic became the first Dutch rider to win the overall title.

The race was controlled by the Jumbo–Visma team, which had set the tempo from the outset and was able to decide the pace of the race. The Frenchman Julian Alaphilippe was the only rider to challenge Roglic, but he was caught in a group that included Dutchman Van der Poel and Belgian Tom Boonen.

Roglic crossed the line 22 seconds ahead of Poels, with Boonen a further 21 seconds back in third place. The Slovenian also set the fastest time in the final time trial, which was the decisive stage of the race.

The victory was Roglic’s third in a row and extended his overall lead to 22 seconds. The race was marred by a disqualification for British rider Christopher Froome, who was found to have used performance-enhancing drugs.

Roglic’s win was his third in a row and he will now focus on preparing for the Tour de France, which starts in less than a month.
**Giannis triple-double fuels Bucks, powers Nets**

"You talk about wanting to win a game with stops and that's what we were able to do," said Philadelphia 76ers guard James Harden.

Harden scored 12 of his 24 points in the fourth quarter and added 10 rebounds and 10 assists to help the Brooklyn Nets win their 20th win of the season, 119-97 over the Milwaukee Bucks. The 76ers' 119-104 victory over the Milwaukee Bucks held on in the end.

**NBA**

**Booby rights stars in Panthers victory**

"You talk about wanting to win a game with stops and that's what we were able to do," said Philadelphia 76ers guard James Harden.

Harden scored 12 of his 24 points in the fourth quarter and added 10 rebounds and 10 assists to help the Brooklyn Nets win their 20th win of the season, 119-97 over the Milwaukee Bucks. The 76ers' 119-104 victory over the Milwaukee Bucks held on in the end.

**NBA**

**Middleweight great Hagler dies**

"Marvelous" Marvin Hagler, a two-time undisputed middleweight champion, died at the age of 67 due to heart failure.

Hagler, who retired from the ring in 1987, won 62 of his 65 professional fights, including 52 knockouts. Hagler is known for his knockout power and his ability to finish fights quickly.

**Boxing**
Late birdies lift Westwood to lead

I’m delighted with the way I played. I needed to be patient and I was

TOKYO: Japan is considering hosting basketball qualifiers for the delayed 2020 Tokyo Olympics after the International Basketball Association (FIBA) announced on Tuesday that the event will go ahead in Tokyo. The basketball qualifiers are part of the preparations for the 2020 Tokyo Olympics, which were postponed due to the coronavirus pandemic and are now scheduled to take place in 2021. Japan has been chosen as the host country for the basketball qualifiers, which will involve men’s and women’s teams from various countries. The games are expected to help ensure the safety of the athletes and officials involved, as well as to provide an opportunity for the sport to gain popularity in Japan.

The basketball qualifiers will take place in Japan from July 2 to 12, with each team playing three games. The top two teams from each group will advance to the final round, which will be held in Japan as well. The competition is expected to feature a strong lineup of teams, including Japan, who are currently ranked 24th in the world. The event will also serve as a valuable opportunity for Japanese basketball players to gain international experience and exposure.

Japan has a long history of basketball and has produced some notable players, including Hidenori Akagawa, who played for the Japanese national team in the 1992 Barcelona Olympics. The country has been working hard to improve its basketball standards and has invested in the development of youth basketball programs to nurture young talent.

The basketball qualifiers will be held at the Tokyo Metropolitan Gymnasium, which is currently undergoing renovation works to ensure that it meets the required international standards. The event is expected to attract a large number of spectators and will be broadcast live on television, providing a platform for the sport to gain wider acceptance in Japan.

Overall, the basketball qualifiers are seen as a positive development for the sport in Japan and an important step towards the successful hosting of the 2020 Tokyo Olympics. The event is expected to contribute to the overall success of the Games and provide valuable experience for the participating teams.
After bowling his off 12 balls from India debutant Rana, tailender Rashid Khan and captain Virat Kohli helped the tourists to a commanding seventh-wicket win over England in the second Twenty20 International (T20I) at the Sheikh Zayed Stadium in Abu Dhabi yesterday.

Khan, 23, stamped his authority with a career-best wicket haul of three as India won by six wickets to level the series 1-1. He also added 94 in partnership with opener KL Rahul in the first over but has now avenged all-rounder Gonzalez's World Cup win.

Khan helped Afghanistan claim their first Test win in 2004. The two teams now play a second Twenty20 International in Abu Dhabi today.
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THE HIGHER ORGANIZING COMMITTEE OF QATAR EXXONMOBIL OPEN 2021

is pleased to express its gratitude and appreciation to ExxonMobil Qatar (the title sponsor)

all other sponsors, media outlets, working committees and volunteers

for their contribution in the success of the 29th edition of world-class event QATAR EXXONMOBIL OPEN 2021

which was held from 8th to 13th March 2021 at Khalifa International Tennis and Squash Complex

We look forward to your participation in our upcoming events

---

ExxonMobil

Qatar Airways

Qatar Duty Free

Alfardan Automobiles

ROLEX

MWANI QATAR

ASPETAR